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Design Thinking your Teaching

Where do I to start? 

Who do I plan for?

What am I planning for?

How will I do this?
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Teaching in today’s world requires an educator to think 

beyond the traditional classroom experience.  For example, a 

teacher must consider the needs of their students such as 

504’s or IEP’s or ELL support and provide academic rigor to a 

diverse set of students in an equitable and sustainable 

manner within a blended or fully remote learning 

environment.  Now we add the social emotional needs that 

students have due to COVID-19 or any other circumstance; 

this is overwhelming.  However, tPop Tech offers one helpful 

method to help teachers feel a sense of control and be the best 

teacher they can be: Design Thinking your Teaching.  

What is Design Thinking? It is a process that helps you 

problem solve.  

Design Thinking your Teaching is a 4 step guide to help plan 

the use of educational technology. This guide consists of 

questions and activities to help an educator reflect, anticipate 

and include the needs of diverse groups of students.  It is an 

inclusive teacher planning tool that requires an educator to be 

flexible, mindful and purposeful.  
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Step 1:  Empathize with students.  
Complete the empathy map below, a graphic organizer, that helps one think about a specific group of people. In this case your 
students.  

  

Empathy   Map  
Use   this   empathy   map   to   help   you   better   understand   your   students.  

1. Who   are   you   empathizing  
with?   Who   are   your  
students?  
 

 
 
 

2. What   do   they   need   to   do?    3. What   do   they   see   in   their  
family,   neighborhood  
school   or   community?   

4. What   are   they  
thinking/feeling?   

 
 
 

 

5. What   do   they   hear   in   their  
family,   neighborhood,  
school   or   community?   

 
 
 

6. What   do   they   do?   What  
have   you   observed?   (past  
or   present)  

7.   What   kinds   of   things   do  
they   say   about   their   family,  
neighborhood,   school   or  

community?   

8. What   learning   tools   do  
they   have   access   to?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   *adapted   from   Empathy   Map   Canvas   by   Gamestorming.com  
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Example Empathy Map: 

  

Empathy   Map  
Use   this   empathy   map   to   help   you   better   understand   your   students.  

1. Who   are   you   empathizing  
with?   Who   are   your  
students?  
-   High   school   students   
-   ELL  
-   Migrant   
 

2. What   do   they   need   to   do?   
-   Graduate   high   school   
-   Get   a   job  
-   Take   care   of   family   
-   Pass   my   class   and   other  
classes  

3. What   do   they   see   in   their  
family,   neighborhood  
school   or   community?   
-   some   people   working   
-   homelessness  
-   stores   opening   
-   school   closed  

4. What   are   they  
thinking/feeling?   

- Will   I   graduate?  
- Bored   
- I   need   to   get   out   of  

my   house   
 

 
 

 

5. What   do   they   hear   in   their  
family,   neighborhood,  
school   or   community?   

- Maybe   school   is  
opening  

- Mom/Dad   was   laid  
o�  

- Manage   your   time   

6. What   do   they   do?   What  
have   you   observed?   (past  
or   present)  
-   Log   on   but   no   video   feed  
-   Do   not   turn   in  
assignments  
-   Like   to   chat   in   the   Zoom  
chat   box  

7.   What   kinds   of   things   do  
they   say   about   their   family,  
neighborhood,   school   or  

community?   
- I   have   to   help   my   Mom...   
- How   do   I…  
- When   can   I   go   back   to  

school?  

8. What   learning   tools   do  
they   have   access   to?  

- All   have   cell   phones   or  
access   to   cell   phones  

- Some   have   laptops   
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How do you complete an empathy map? 

1. Think of your students and answer 
the questions in each box.    

2. Be honest. 

3. If you do not know the answer  then 
ask a colleague or ask your students 
if possible. 

4. You can complete this empathy 
map by course, class period or type 
of student such as an English 
Language Learner.  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Step 2:  Create a Mind-Map or Brainstorm.  
Start to mind-map or brainstorm what you need your students to learn and experience in your course. 

 

Mind-   Map   or   Brainstorm   
Use   this   sheet   to   mind-map   or   brainstorm   your   course  
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When you mind-map or brainstorm keep these questions in mind: 

1. What are the new rules of engagement in this learning environment? 

2. What do you need them to understand or learn in your course/class? 

3. How will you know your students have gained or mastered skills in your course? 

You can use Mind-Miester to create your mind-maps but you can use a plain sheet of paper and make a list or brainstorm. 

 
Example Mind-Map: 

https://www.mindmeister.com/
https://www.mindmeister.com/
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Step 3:  Organize your student’s course experience.  
Create a journey map or a process for your students to follow during your time together. 

 

Student   Journey   Map   
Use   this   organizer   to   help   you   think   through   your   student’s   experience   in   your   course.   

Who   are   your   students?   

 

What   technology  
are   you   using   for  
this   course/class?  

 

How   do   your  
students   access  
your   course?  
 
-   LMS  
-   Email   link  
-   Website   
-   Blog   
-Snail   Mail  

What   will   your  
students   do   after  
they   sign   in?   
 
-   Warm-up  
-   Do   Now  
-   Class   Discussion   
-   Lecture  

How   are   you   planning  
your   course   time?  
 
-   by   activity/project  
-   by   minutes  
 

What   technology  
do   your   students  
have   access   to?   
 
 

How   will   you   use  
the   LMS?  

How   will   your  
students   find   the  
class   syllabus?  

How   will   your   students  
find   their   assignments?  

How   will   you  
integrate   the  
technology   your  
students   have  
access   to?  
 
 

How   will   you  
assess   your  
students?  

How   will   they  
submit  
assignments?   

How   are   parents   involved?  
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Have these type of questions in mind when completing 

the journey map you create: 

1. What are the steps in your class/course?  

2. What do they do when?  

3. Where/How do they sign-in?  

4. What is their experience overall for finding the 

assignments?  

5. How will the LMS assist your students?  

6. How will you assess them? 

Through the journey map you are creating the class and 

learning experiences you want your students to have.  

Woodcut print by Utagawa Hiroshige, 1859. Library of Congress Prints & 
Photographs Division. https://www.loc.gov/resource/jpd.01362/
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Step 4: What technology do you have access to?  

What does your school district or university give you 

access to? How can you use this technology? Do you have 

to get trained, watch a tutorial or can your students teach 

each other this technology?  What can you do with this 

technology? How can your students use this technology? 

Rome was not built in a day and you will not become an 

Ed Tech expert in a day.  Select one education technology 

you would like to become fluent in and learn the ins and 

outs of it.  For example, Google Slides has a plethora of 

uses.  Start learning how you can use it with your 

students.  

The next page has a brainstorm sheet for you to start 

thinking about the educational technology you have 

access to.  Photo from unsplash.com 
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Technology   Access   
Use   this   sheet   to   list   or   brainstorm   the   technology   you   have   access   to.  

 
 
What   do   I   have   access   to?                                Who/What   can   help   me   learn   it?                  What   can   I   do   with   this   technology?   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  How   can   my   students   use   this   technology?   
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Design Thinking  your Teaching list of resources:  

tPop Tech: Institute for Technology and Pedagogy: 
www.tpoptech.com 

d.school @ Stanford University: 
https://dschool.stanford.edu/resources/getting-started-with-design-thinking 

Images : 
unsplash.com 

thenounproject.com 

Mindmapping: 
mindmeister.com 

Text Books: 
This is Service Design Doing 
https://www.thisisservicedesigndoing.com/ 

Robot Proof  
http://robot-proof.com/#title 

Understanding by Design 
https://cft.vanderbilt.edu/guides-sub-pages/understanding-by-design/ 
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